
8.17 Review
8.17.1 Key knowledge summary
8.2 Examining the evidence• Australia has the world’s most extensive collection of sources for the war.• These include a vast number of written sources and visual sources.• Britain, France and Belgium also have extensive collections.

8.3 What caused the Great War?• Long-term causes include imperialism, nationalism, the glorification of war and development of rival
alliances.• The short-term trigger was the conflict between Austria–Hungary and Serbia, especially following the
assassination of the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand.

8.4 The world at war• The war was fought between the Allies and the Central Powers, but the Allies quickly gained support
from several other countries.• The Germans failed in their plan to quickly defeat France in the west in order to then move east and
defeat Russia.• The war was fought on several fronts but the main fighting was in Europe on the Western and Eastern
fronts.

8.5 Australians in the Great War• Most Australians greeted the outbreak of war with enthusiasm.• Volunteers rushed to enlist in the AIF. Loyalty to Britain was a motive for many of them.• The AIF was combined with New Zealand troops to form the Australian and New Zealand Army
Corps (ANZAC).• The main theatres of war for Australian troops were Gallipoli, the Western Front and the Middle East.

8.6 Gallipoli• The attack at Gallipoli was intended to defeat Turkey.• The Anzacs landed successfully on 25 April 1915 but were unable to hold the high ridges, which were
essential for success.• Both sides suffered heavy losses.• In August, operations to break the deadlock were unsuccessful.• A successful withdrawal ended the Gallipoli campaign in December.

8.7 Gallipoli: the historical debate• The long-accepted interpretation of the reason for high casualties suffered by the Anzacs during the
landing and, to an extent, the failure of the entire campaign was that the troops were landed in the
wrong place.• This interpretation has been challenged in more recent times.

8.8 Trench warfare• Trench warfare led to an almost continual stalemate.• Trenches were complex systems in which soldiers on both sides lived and died.• Attempts to attack enemy trenches produced enormous casualties.

8.9 The Western Front• Anzac troops joined the fighting on the Western Front in 1916.• They suffered high casualties in battles, including Fromelles and Pozières during the Somme offensive.• Australian soldiers played a prominent role at Bullecourt and Ypres in 1917.• They also played a key role in stopping the German offensive in March–April 1918 and in the first big
Allied attack in July 1918.
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8.10 The home front• The war increasingly divided Australians on the home front, especially as it caused increased
inequality.• Patriotic rallies encouraged continued support for the war, patriotic funds were organised to aid the war
effort and schools were used to instil patriotism.• Except for nurses, women were denied any direct role in the armed services. Many other women
contributed through voluntary work.• Women were also among the war’s leading critics.• Recruiting campaigns failed to raise the numbers of new recruits that the government wanted. Despite
this the government discriminated against Indigenous Australians in recruiting.

8.11 The conscription issue• Australia was the only combatant nation that had a fully volunteer military.• Prime Minister Hughes split the Labor Party when he tried to introduce conscription.• The conscription issue was bitterly divisive.• Referenda in 1916 and 1917 failed to win majority support for conscription.

8.12 The Eastern Front: collapse and revolution• War weariness in Russia led to the revolution of March 1917 and the abdication of Tsar Nicholas II.• A second revolution in November 1917 saw the Bolsheviks seize power.• The Bolshevik Revolution ended Russia’s involvement in the war, leading to a separate peace treaty in
March 1918 that freed German forces for a last offensive on the Western Front.

8.13 Peace and commemoration• After the Armistice ended fighting on 11 November 1918, lack of shipping caused long delays in
repatriating Anzac troops.• Australians were determined that their soldiers’ sacrifices would be remembered, so memorials were
built across the nation.• Anzac Day became a national day of remembrance.• The Anzac legend changed Australian nationalism and the meaning of the legend has changed
over time.

8.14 The war’s impact on Australia’s international relations• Australia attended the Paris Peace Conference in its own right, not just as part of the British Empire
delegation.• Prime Minister Hughes was concerned with three issues at the conference. He wanted harsh
reparations imposed on the defeated powers, Australian or British control of the former German New
Guinea and the right to maintain the racist White Australia Policy.• Hughes gained all of his objectives at the conference but he clashed with both the United States and
Japan on these issues.• Despite the independence shown at the peace conference, Australia did not seek independence from
Britain in foreign relations.
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Timeline of World War I

1910

1915

1880

1920

1907

Britain, France and Russia form the
 Triple Entente.

1882

Germany, Austria–Hungary and Italy
form the Triple Alliance.

1915

25 April: The Anzacs land at Gallipoli.

December: The Allies withdraw from Gallipoli.

1918

21 March: The last German offensive 
on the Western Front is launched.

18 July: Australian forces lead the first
successful large Allied attack in France.

The Armistice, signed on 11 November, 
ends the fighting.

1917

6 April: The USA enters the war.

31 July: The third battle of Ypres 
(Passchendaele) is launched by 

the Germans in Belgium.

7 November: Revolution in Russia leads 
to Russian withdrawal from the war.

20 December: The second conscription
referendum is lost in Australia.

1914

28 July: Austria–Hungary declares 

war on Serbia. 

1–3 August: Germany declares war on 

Russia and France, and invades Belgium.

4 August: Britain declares war on Germany.

5–10 September: French and British 

armies halt the Germans in Belgium and

France.

15 September: Trench warfare begins in 

Western Europe.

CE

CE

1916

March–June: The AIF joinsthe fight 
against Germany on the Western Front.

The Australian Light Hors remains in
 Egypt  to fight Turkish forces.

1 July: The British and French launch a 
big offensive in the Somme Valley on 

the Western Front.

28 October: The first referendum on 
conscription is held in Australia.
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8.17.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

8.17 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:
Insert hook question from overview

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

Interactivity World War I (1914–1918) crossword (int-xxxx)

KEY TERMS

abdicated to step down from the throne or from other high office
artillery large-calibre guns
blockade sealing off an area so that nothing can get in or out
censorship restriction or control of what people can say, hear, see or read
conscription compulsory enlistment of citizens to serve in the armed forces
deadlock a stalemate in which neither side can gain an advantage
Duma the Russian parliament
enlist to join voluntarily, usually the military
feint a dummy attack meant to deceive the enemy into moving troops from where the main attack will take place
half-caste a term that is now considered offensive but was widely used in the mid-1900s to refer to people of

mixed race
Hindenburg line a heavily fortified position to which the Germans withdrew before the Allied offensive of

spring 1917
imperialism the policy of an empire by which it gains land by conquest and rules other countries, or dominates

them as colonies
League of Nations the world body set up at the Paris Peace Conference to solve disputes between nations

peacefully
nationalism feeling of loyalty to a nation
no man’s land unoccupied ground between the front lines of opposing armies
pacifist person who holds a religious or other conscientious belief that it is immoral to take part in war
pandemic disease epidemic affecting many different countries
propaganda distortion of the truth to persuade people to support an action or point of view
referendum (plural referenda) ballot in which voters decide on a political question. Where there is no change to

the Australian Constitution involved, this is called an advisory referendum or plebiscite.
Sinn Fein organisation formed in Ireland in 1905 to campaign for Irish independence from Britain. The name was

also used by the pro-independence party after the failed 1916 uprising.
Slavic belonging to the Slavs (a language group including Russians, Serbs and other Central and Eastern

European peoples)
Soviet a council representing workers, peasants, soldiers and sailors
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stalemate a term that comes from the game of chess, meaning a situation in which neither side can gain a
winning advantage
tenuous weak, thin
U-boats German submarines
ultimatum a final set of demands or terms backed by a threat
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